TOP INCLUDES:
- 38" DIA. ACCESS HOLE
- 38" DIA. X 12" RISER
- 41" DIA. MANHOLE COVER
- MARKING: "SU HIGH VOLTAGE"
- KNOCK-OUTS

VAULT INCLUDES:
- 7/8" DIA. PULL IRONS (4 EA.)
- 12" DIA. 4" SUMP (1 EA.)
- 1" DIA. GROUND ROD
  KNOCK-OUTS (2 EA.)
- P-4000 UNISTRUT (4 EA.)

NOTES:
1. STANFORD HVOLT TO SPECIFY
   COVER STYLE. (SEE ES-17).

2. INSIDE VAULT DEPTH (FINAL DEPTH)
   TO BE ADJUSTED USING EXTENSIONS.
   (SEE ES-16).
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